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Aim: By the end of this file the learners should be able to

 Report past events using simultaneous actions
 Narrate
 Inform about past events using time sequencers
 Form words using the suffix 'tion'
 Discriminate between vowel sounds
 Write letters reporting events

Step one: The pupils are asked to go to page 142; pay attention at the

pictures then try to interpret the situations. For that, the teacher may
help his learners by asking the following questions.

♣
♣
♣

What does the picture at the top of the page represent / show?
Who are the people in the middle of the road? What are they
doing?
Is it a reality? A fact?

♣
♣
♣

What about the two pictures at the bottom of the page?
Which folktale/fable do they illustrate?
Is it a reality or a fiction?

The first situation shows a real fact. It’s a street accident.

The second situation shows a fiction. It’s an illustration of a folktale or
fable known as” the crow and the fox”.
Teacher writes the answers on the board. Pupils copy them in their
exercise-books.

Step one: The pupils are invited to pay attention at the picture page143, try

to interpret it; they've to bear in mind that the picture is from the
yesterday's newspaper. They are asked to use the simple post tense during
their interpretation.

Activity1p143: Look at the picture then ask and answer questions.

Teacher asks the following question:
What does illustration show?
Where did the situation happen?

 It shows sunbathers.
The situation happened at the beach.

Example: (pair work)
► A: What did Bill do yesterday?
 B: He built sandcastles.

Cues:
1) The father/read a novel.
2) Cathy/ play with the balloon.
3) Aunt Mary/ read the newspaper.
4) Aunt Lucy/ have an ice-cream.
5) Uncle Charles/ have a chat.
The answers:
► A: What did the father do?
► A: What did Cathy do?

 B: He read a novel.
 B: She played with the

balloon.
► A: What did Aunt Mary do?
 B: She read the newspaper.
► A: What did Aunt Lucy do?
B: She had an ice-cream.
► A: What did Uncle Charles do? B: He had a chat.
The pupils are asked to perform keeping the same pattern, the teacher has
to emphasize on the irregular verbs.
Step two: The teacher explains the instructions of "activity 2p143", and then

asks the pupils to work in pairs (they've to use time prepositions)

Activity 2p143: Look at the picture again, then ask and answer what were

those people doing?
Example: (pair work)
► A: What was Bill doing before the shark attack?
 B: He was building sandcastles.

Cues:
1) The father/read a novel.
2) Cathy/ play with the balloon.
3) Aunt Mary/ read the newspaper.
4) Aunt Lucy/ have an ice-cream.
5) Uncle Charles/ have a chat.
The answers:
► A: What was the father doing?
► A: What was Cathy doing?

 B: He was reading a novel.
 B: She was playing with

the balloon.
► A: What was Aunt Mary doing?
 B: She was reading the
newspaper.
► A: What was Aunt Lucy doing?
B: She was having an icecream.
► A: What was Uncle Charles doing? B: He was having a chat.

Step one: The learners listen to the teacher explaining the instructions of

"Activity 1p144", then try to identify the right pronunciation.
Activity1p144: Listen to the dialogue and choose the right pronunciation.

A) Were /w

/

you swimming with your daughter Kerrie?  Weak form of

"were"

/w znt/ .I was on the shore having an ice-cream. Strong

No, I wasn’t
form of "wasn't.

B) Were /w
Yes, I was. /w

/ you watching her?

 Weak form of "were"

z/  Weak form of "was"

C) Were

/w /they swimming with her?  Weak form of "were

No, they were not /w

n t/.My husband was reading a novel.  Strong

form of

The pupils identify the type of pronunciation then perform the drill
respecting what they've just identified.
Step two: The teacher invites the pupils to go back to page 175(script 1),

and try to do 'activity 2p144'.

Activity 2p144: Look at the picture on page 143and answer the following

questions.
♪ She was running when she felt into a pothole.
♪ Bill was digging holes in the sand and building castles while Cathy was
playing with a balloon
♪ The lifeguard arrived on the scene while the mother was lying on the

ground.
The husband was reading a novel .The younger daughter was playing with a
balloon and Bill was digging holes in the sand and building castles when the
elder daughter Kerrie was attacked by the shark.
Step three: The pupils answer the questions, and then perform the activity

as question – answer.

Step one : The learners are invited to open their books on page 144, listen
to the teacher explaining the instructions of the grammar window section,
then invites the learners to read the statements and do the activities.
Step two: The teacher asks the pupils to read the sentences, while he
explains the meaning of each of them.

1. Which sentence contains two finished actions which happened one after the
other?

 "d" I dropped the ice –cream and started running .
2. Which sentence contains two simultaneous actions in progress in the past?

 Sentences "b" and "f"
 My husband was reading a book and my younger daughter was playing with a
balloon.

My younger daughter Cathy was playing with a balloon while Bill, my son, was
digging holes in the sand and building castles.
3. Which three sentences contain actions interrupting other actions in the past?

 Sentences "a – c and e"
As I was running towards Kerrie, I felt into a pothole in the sand.
While you were lying on the sand, the lifeguard arrived on the scene.
Were you swimming with your daughter when the shark appeared in the water?

Step three: The pupils are invited to give their answers, correct on the
board, then read and write down on their copy books.
Step four: The teacher leads the pupils to go to page 187 and pay
attention at the "Grammar Lesson"

Past simple and Past continuous p187
The past simple:
The past simple is used to talk about "a completed" event in the past.
Example: “Yesterday I went to the library.”
The past continuous:
The past continuous is used to talk about an action that was in
progress in the past, but didn't continue to the present.
Example: “They were playing football yesterday at 18.00.”
The past simple and the past continuous in subordinating clauses of
time:
We often use the past simple to talk about one completed action
followed another completed event.
Example: “When Farid left school, he trained as a carpenter…..”
We can use the past continuous and the past simple to talk about an
action that was in progress, when another action happened/ interrupted
it.
Example: "While – When I was watching a film, the phone rang.”
We can use the past continuous to talk about simultaneous actions
(happening at the same time) in the past.
Example: I was playing video games while my brother was reading a
book.
Compare:
When my sister arrived, we were having lunch.
Past
simple

Past
continuous

 We had already started lunch before my sister arrived.

When my sister arrived, we had lunch.
Past simple



Past simple

My sister arrived first and then we had lunch.

